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exerts some functions in lung development that are masked by Hoxa5
compensation. We have produced Hoxa5; Hoxb5 compound mutants
to evaluate the relative importance of these two paralogous genes in
lung development. Hoxa5 gene plays an exclusive role during
alveogenesis, while branching of the bronchial tree necessitates
Hoxa5 and Hoxb5 genes. Similarly, goblet cell specification implicates
both genes. Thus, Hoxa5 and Hoxb5 paralogous genes share some
functions during lung ontogeny, even though Hoxa5 appears to play a
predominant role. These data unveil the cooperative nature of Hoxa5
and Hoxb5 during lung organogenesis. (This work is supported by a
CIHR grant.)
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2009.05.379
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During lung development, airway branching morphogenesis is
stimulated by Receptor Tyrosine Kinase (RTK) signaling. To under-
stand how RTK signaling controls airway branching morphogenesis, it
is essential to consider not only the factors that stimulate it, but also
the factors that inhibit it. The Sprouty (Spry) gene family encodes
general inhibitors of RTK signaling at the intracellular level, and the
expression of Sprouty genes is dependent on the activities of the RTK
pathways they inhibit. Presumably, a fine balance between RTK
signaling and Sprouty function is essential for normal airway
development. To investigate Sprouty gene function in mouse lung
development, we have produced mouse embryos that carrying
various combinations of Spry1 and Spry2 null alleles. While develop-
ment appeared normal or only slightly perturbed in embryos
homozygous for either Spry1 or Spry2 null alleles, respectively, we
found that in Spry1/2 double knock-out (DKO) embryos, the tips of
the primary branches were significantly dilated and secondary
branch formation was impaired. As expected, this phenotype was
accompanied by expanded RTK signaling. At later developmental
stages, Spry1/2 DKO lungs underwent further branching, but fewer
branches formed, and most were abnormally expanded. Our data
demonstrate that Spry1 and Spry2 together regulate airway size and
shape and therefore epithelial airway branching morphogenesis. The
results of our molecular analysis of the Spry1/2 DKO phenotype in the
lungs will be presented.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2009.05.380
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Acute renal failure and chronic kidney disease have dramatic
effects on the quality of life for millions of people worldwide.
Unfortunately, the existing treatments are highly invasive and very
often sporadically available. Tissue regeneration remains a viable
possibility for developing alternative renal replacement therapies.
Since the inductive processes that give rise to pronephroi (amphibian
embryonic kidneys), are very similar to those that give rise to
metanephroi (adult mammalian kidneys), it is useful to study the
process of renal repair in this simpler system. However, due to the
paucity of scientific knowledge on the repair capacity of the
pronephros, it must first be determined if this organ is able to
regenerate a replacement kidney. To do this, pronephric tubules were
surgically removed from free-swimming Xenopus laevis tadpoles and
morphological observations were made over the following weeks. It
was found that partially excised pronephroi were replaced by
organized tissue that spatially and structurally resembled pronephric
tubules. To verify that this organized tissue was indeed renal,
immunohistochemical and in situ hybridization analyses using
established renal markers were performed. Preliminary molecular
data confirm that this tissue is pronephric tubule and thus suggests
that X. laevis larvae are able to repair pronephroi after partial excision.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2009.05.381
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The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) is derived from neural crest
(NC) cells that are induced by BMP signaling, yet little is known about
their roles and the signaling pathways employed during SNS develop-
ment. To determine how BMP signaling regulates SNS development
and which transduction pathway is involved, we deleted the BMP
receptor IA (Alk3) and Smad4, in the NC lineage. In Alk3 conditional
knockout (cKO) embryos, NC cells migrate to their correct location but
the SNS precursors apoptose by 10.5dpc. The loss of Alk3 results in
down-regulation of Phox2b, a paired homeodomain transcription
factor required for survival of SNS precursors. SNS ganglia form
normally in Smad4 cKO embryos, suggesting that Smad4 independent
pathways regulate survival of SNS precursors. To evaluate the late roles
of Smad4 in SNS development, we examined its roles during in SNS
maturation. In Smad4 cKO embryos, the SNS ganglia are reduced in size
due to a decrease inproliferation. Analysis of the gene circuit regulating
SNS development shows that the bHLH factor Ascl1 (Mash1) is down-
regulated and that loss of Ascl1 leads to decreased proliferation. Smad4
is not essential for neurogenesis but regulates catecholaminergic
differentiation. Our results show that the BMP signaling plays multiple
roles during SNS development by acting through different pathways
that activate distinct developmental events.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2009.05.382
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Understanding the embryonic formation of sensory systems
involved in olfactory processing and detection is a major emphasis
in the field of developmental neurobiology. To this end, insects such
as Drosophila melanogaster and the moth Manduca sexta have
provided important model systems for investigating key questions
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